In Situ Study of Spinel Ferrite Nanocrystal Growth Using Liquid Cell Transmission Electron Microscopy
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ABSTRACT: We report transition metal oxide nanocrystal formation in a liquid cell using transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The growth of M–Fe–oxide (M = Ni, Mn, Co, or Zn) nanoparticles from a growth solution of metal acetylacetonates dissolved in oleylamine, oleic acid, and benzyl ether was studied. Nickel iron oxide nanocrystals with spinel structure were obtained under electron beam irradiation of the Ni–Fe growth solution, whereas iron oxide nanocrystals were achieved with Mn remaining in the Mn–Fe growth solution. Similarly, we achieved cobalt iron oxide nanocrystals in the Co–Fe precursor solution, while iron oxide nanoparticles were obtained in the Zn–Fe solution. By tracking nanoparticle size evolution as a function of time along the Ni–Fe–oxide nanoparticle growth trajectories, we found the growth kinetics follow a Lifshitz–Slyozov–Wagner (LSW) model suggesting surface reaction-limited growth. Ex situ characterization shows elemental distribution and structural and valence state of the different nanoparticles. The trend of nanoparticle growth in a liquid cell shares many similarities with those in “one-pot” flask synthesis by thermal heating. We compare reduction potentials (Eₚ) of the metal ions and thermal decomposition temperatures (Tₐ) of the precursors and correlate them with nanoparticle growth in a liquid cell under TEM. We found a tendency to form mixed metal ion oxide nanoparticles instead of single metal ion (iron) oxides when the two precursors have similar values of Tₐ and metal ion reduction potential. The higher Tₐ and smaller Eₚ values of Mn and Zn precursors than those of Fe precursor, as well as Ni and Co precursors, may have resulted in the single metal ion (iron) oxide formation in M–Fe (M = Mn and Zn) precursor systems. This study sheds light on nanoparticle growth mechanisms by liquid cell TEM. In situ study of oxide nanocrystal growth using liquid cell TEM provides the opportunity to explore solution chemistry during nanocrystal growth beyond the nanoparticle growth that occurs in a TEM cell.

Functional oxide nanocrystals, such as spinel ferrites MFe₂O₄, where M(II) = Fe²⁺, Mn²⁺, Ni²⁺, Zn²⁺, or Cu²⁺, have attracted great interest due to their wide applications in biomedicine,¹,² catalysis,³ and high-density magnetic storage.⁴ Over the past decade, a variety of methods has been developed to prepare ferrite nanocrystals, including coprecipitation, thermal decomposition, microemulsion, and hydrothermal synthesis,⁵ among which the thermal decomposition method, using organic surfactants and solvents, has been highly successful in producing high-quality, monodisperse, and size-controllable nanocrystals. For example, it has been reported that thermal decomposition of iron(III) oleate precursor complexes produces large-scale monodisperse iron oxide nanocrystals with controllable size and shape.⁶ It was also demonstrated that monodisperse Fe₃O₄⁷ and CoFe₂O₄ and MnFe₂O₄⁸ nanocrystals can be achieved by use of metal acetylacetonates (acac) as precursor in the presence of 1,2-hexadecanediol, oleylamine, oleic acid, and phenol ether. This procedure has been widely adopted for synthesis of metal oxides.⁹ Besides the synthesis achievements, understanding of nanocrystal formation mechanism is important.¹⁰ It is generally believed that diols promote the reduction of an Fe³⁺ complex to obtain Fe₂O₃, which can be carried out with oleylamine as reducing agent and stabilizer¹¹ or with a mixture of oleic acid and oleylamine as the solvent.¹² Moreover, mechanisms have been postulated for the thermal decomposition of metal (acac) in the presence of primary amine.¹³ In spite of significant efforts and speculations,¹⁴¹⁵ the formation mechanisms of nanocrystals and the effects of
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Liquid cell transmission electron microscopy (TEM) provides an opportunity to monitor nanocrystal growth in situ, which can assist in elucidating the growth mechanisms of complex oxide nanocrystals. Many unseen mechanisms of colloidal nanocrystal growth have been discovered. However, numerous previous studies have been on metals and alloys, and there are only limited studies on oxides. This is likely due to the complicated chemistry involving electron beam, precursor, and solvent. So far, the electron beam has been widely used to initiate the growth of nanocrystals in a liquid cell, mostly for convenience, although growth by thermal decomposition is possible. In an aqueous solution, the electrolysis of water creates free radicals that reduce metallic precursors, initiating metal nanoparticle nucleation and growth. For example, spherical nanoparticles, core–shell nanostructures, and galvanic replacement of silver–palladium have been achieved without the need to add additional reducing agents or to apply an external bias. There are also reports on the formation of semiconductor nanoparticles in aqueous solution by direct decomposition of the precursor solution under electron beam, such as the deposition of silicon, PbS nanoparticle formation, etc. In an organic solution, formation of metal and alloys can also be accomplished by electron beam reduction. The formation mechanisms of metallic nanocrystals under electron beam have been explained by a radiochemical mechanism. Little is known about the growth of metal oxide nanoparticles in a liquid cell under TEM.

In this study, we report the growth of transition metal oxide nanocrystals in organic solvent precursor solution by liquid cell TEM. We use Ni, Fe, Mn, Co, and Zn metal acetylacetonates, that is, Ni(acac)_2, Fe(acac)_3, Mn(acac)_2, Co(acac)_2, and Zn(acac)_2 as the precursors and oleylamine (OAM), oleic acid, and benzyl ether as the surfactant and solvent, similar to the previously described study of ex situ colloidal synthesis of spinel ferrites. Metal acetylacetonates are environmentally friendly and have low moisture sensitivity, making them ideal for this study. Figure 1 illustrates the growth of complex oxide in a liquid cell.

**EXPERIMENTAL SECTION**

**Material Growth.** The multicomponent system growth method was adopted from widely used thermal decomposition synthesis in organic solvents. The growth solution consisted of 0.1 mmol of M(acac)_3 (M = Ni, Mn, Co, or Zn) and 0.2 mmol of Fe(acac)_3 dissolved in 1 mL of surfactant/solvent (the ratio between oleylamine, oleic acid, and benzyl ether = 4.5:4.5:1). The sample solution was applied to both beam-induced growth and flask synthesis by the thermal decomposition method. In flask synthesis, all the mixed solutions were first heated to 60 °C, stirred at 600 rpm for 30 min, and then heated up to the designated temperature for a specific duration in the air as shown in Figure S4. After the reaction, the solution was cooled down to room temperature. One milliliter of ethanol was added and then the mixture was centrifuged to collect precipitates. These precipitates were washed two additional times by redispersing them in toluene and precipitating by ethanol and centrifugation. All chemicals were purchased and used as received from Sigma–Aldrich Co.

**Liquid Cell Preparation.** We fabricated liquid cells by following our previously reported process. Ultrathin silicon wafers (100 μm, 4-in., p-doped) purchased from Virginia Semiconductor (Fredericksburg, VA) were used. The fabrication of liquid cell was performed in the Marvell Nanofabrication Laboratory, University of California at Berkeley. We deposit a thin layer of SiN, membrane (10–15 nm) on both side of silicon wafer by low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). The fabrication is followed by lithography, wet KOH etching, spacer deposition, and liquid cell bonding. The gap between two silicon membranes of a liquid cell is defined by the thermodeposited indium layer, which is about 100 nm. After assembly of top and bottom cells, liquid cells are bonded and sealed with epoxy. The top two reservoirs remain open for liquid loading. Illustrations of the closed liquid cell can be found in previous studies.

**In Situ Transmission Electron Microscopy Experiment.** For liquid cell growth experiments, about 100 nL of growth solution was loaded into a liquid cell by use of a syringe and Teflon tube. The top reservoirs were then sealed completely and loaded inside a TEM. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the reaction in a liquid cell. A JEOL 3010 TEM (with a LaB₆ cathode) operating at 300 kV was used, and an electron beam current density of ~10⁴ A/m² was maintained during growth unless otherwise specified. Movies of the nanocrystal growth were captured at a rate of 10 frames/s by use of a Gatan Orius 833 camera and analyzed by use of ImageJ software.

**Transmission Electron Microscopic Characterization.** For characterization of as-grown and flask-synthesized nanocrystals, high-resolution (HR) TEM and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) were carried out on a FEI Tecnai F20 instrument equipped with a...
Gatan image filter. HRTEM images were captured in the pristine liquid cell after it was air-dried for several days. To perform EELS measurements, the Gatan image filter was set with slit width of 20 eV, dispersion of 0.5 eV/pixel and zero-loss full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of -0.7 eV. Each spectrum was collected via point measurement for 1 s with the collection angle at 42 mrad. The spectral background was subtracted by DigitalMicrograph with a 20 eV window. In addition, a FEI Titan instrument at 200 kV with energy-dispersive X-ray mapping (EDS) ChemiSTEM capability was employed for elemental analysis. Prior to EDS mapping, the as-grown liquid cell samples were dried in an ambient environment for several days, and then they were opened in order to collect X-ray signals. The images were acquired in scanning tunneling electron microscopy (STEM) mode with a probe convergence semiangle (α) of 0.5 eV/pixel and zero-loss full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 0.7 eV. Each spectrum was collected via point measurement for 1 s with the collection angle at 42 mrad. The beam current of 0.3 nA and pixel dwell times of 50–100 μs were used. The mapping condition was kept constant in every experiment. Each EDS map was collected for no more than 60 s to minimize electron beam radiation damage. In addition, we used the Cliff–Lorimer method provided by Espirit software to quantify the atom percentage in each spectrum.

Results and Discussion

Figure 2a shows time-lapse images of nanocrystal growth from Ni(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 precursor (also see Movie S1). Figure 2b is a plot of the total number of particles observed within the viewing window as a function of time. The total number of particles was counted in a given area of about 150 × 150 nm², and multiple areas of a single sample were analyzed. For some particles that drifted out of frame, they were not included after they disappeared from the viewing window, and minimum impact is expected due to the small fraction of such particles. As shown in the plot, the total number of particles increases rapidly and then reaches a plateau after ~30 s. Such a growth process is similar to that in thermally activated flask synthesis. It is noted that at the early stage particles move randomly, and then they stick on the membrane or close to the adjacent particles due to van der Waals interactions. In addition, the size distribution of as-grown nanocrystals is shown in the inset of Figure 2b. The mean radius of nanocrystals is 5.14 ± 0.23 nm.

To explore the growth kinetics, we track the changes of particle size as a function of time along their whole growth trajectories (Figure 2c). The growth trajectories of several particles are achieved and the growth kinetics fits well to power law behavior: \( r \sim t^\beta \), where \( \beta \) is the growth exponent. The \( \beta \) value can be obtained by a linear fitting of the logarithmic relationship between particle radius and time, and \( \beta = 0.495 \pm 0.027 \), which suggests the surface reaction-limited growth of Lifshitz–Slyozov–Wagner (LSW) model \( (\beta = 0.5) \). This is consistent with the fact that the precursor concentration in this study is at least 2 times higher than that in traditional colloidal synthesis; thus the diffusion of ions is unlikely to be the detrimental step in particle growth but surface attachment of monomers is the limiting step. It is also noted that since the growth dynamics is strongly affected by many factors, including electron beam energy distribution, local precursor concentration, liquid cell geometry, etc., a difference between theoretically calculated and experimentally analyzed growth exponent is expected.

To further understand the as-grown particles in the liquid cell, we performed further elemental characterization of the nanoparticles. Figure 3a shows EDS mapping of Ni–Fe–oxide nanocrystals in the liquid cell. In a high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image, the contrast is attributed largely to thickness variation since Z numbers for Ni and Fe are similar. We observed a bright particle core surrounded by a light contrast shell. The iron map of a nanoparticle overlaps with the light contrast layer. Since we dried the liquid cell prior to ex situ characterization with STEM imaging, it is likely that amorphous iron oxide or iron hydroxide was formed during the drying process. The characteristic EDS spectra of nickel, iron, and oxygen are captured in a certain region that correlates with the HAADF image. Given the fact that a high concentration of oxygen is present in the organic solvents, the oxygen map does...
not define the crystal shape as clearly as the other elements. A rough estimation indicates that the number of oxygen atoms in the residual solution per volume is only 1 order of magnitude smaller than that in a nanocrystal. Therefore, the shape of the nanocrystals in oxygen map is not as sharp as in the iron or nickel map (see detailed discussion in Supporting Information).

Moreover, we sum up spectra from pixels in the crystal, integrate the area under the K$_{\alpha}$ and K$_{\beta}$ peaks, and use Cliff–Lorimer k-factor to calculate the composition ratio of the oxides. The results show that the ratio of Ni:Fe:O is about 0.57:1:1.9, confirming the formation of Ni–Fe–oxide compound (also see Figure S1). Additionally, the crystal structure is identified by high-resolution TEM. Figure 3b shows the lattice image and its fast Fourier transform (FFT). This image suggests that the crystal structure is spinel along the [100] zone axis. Combining the information from the EDS maps and HR-TEM image, we conclude that the as-grown crystal is close to Ni$_{1-x}$Fe$_{x}$O$_{4}$ spinel structure.

In order to further verify the structure of as-grown nanoparticles, we conducted electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) experiments. Figure 3c shows EELS spectra from an as-grown crystal (green), background region (orange), nickel ferrite (NFO) synthesized ex situ by thermal activated method (blue), and standard reference spectra of γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ and NiO (black). From the EELS spectra, the presence of oxygen, iron, and nickel in the crystal can be confirmed. Second, the as-grown crystal has almost identical spectral features as the spectrum from NFO grown in flask synthesis. If we investigate the O K-edge closely (in the region 520–290 eV), the explicit prepeak (black arrow) of O K-edge in the nanocrystal, NFO, and γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ features hybridization of O 2p states with Fe 3d band, indicating metal oxide formation. Moreover, a weak postpeak (blue arrow between 545 and 555 eV) appears in crystal, NFO, and γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$, indicating the character exclusively in γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$ system. On the other hand, the background shows no prepeak nor postpeak feature as expected. Fe L-edge spectra (in the region 700–740 eV) of crystal, NFO, and γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$ show similar features with Fe$^{3+}$ valence state in γ-Fe$_2$O$_3$. Likewise, Ni L-edge spectra (in the region 835–885 eV) shows the typical shape of nickel oxide without ambiguity. Overall, we reach a conclusion that the as-grown nanocrystal is Ni$_{1-x}$Fe$_{x}$O$_{4}$ with spinel structure on the basis of element analysis, phase identification and EELS study.

For comparison, we have studied nanocrystal growth in a liquid cell from Mn(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ as precursors in the growth solution, where Mn$^{2+}$ has a larger reduction potential (−1.18 V) and higher $T_d$ (~250 °C) than those of Ni$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$. Contrary to the system that forms the binary metal oxide from Ni(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ precursors, pure iron oxide nanoparticles are achieved from Mn(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ precursors (see growth of nanocrystals in Movie S2 and characterization in Figure 4). Figure 4a shows the nanocrystals at different stages along the growth trajectory. A round nanoparticle at the early stage develops into a particle with facets at a later stage. Figure 4b shows EDS spectra integrated from a nanocrystal (green line and green box region in Figure 4a) and background (black line and black box region in Figure 4a). Mn signal is primarily found in the background surrounding the nanoparticle, whereas negligible Mn signal is detected in the nanoparticle region (also see Figure S2 for EDS mapping). An as-grown nanocrystal is dominated by Fe and O signals. In addition to the EDS spectra, HR-TEM captures the lattice structure as shown in Figure 4c, and a cubic structure can be identified. We performed EELS analysis to examine the valence states of nanocrystal and background. We compare the O K-edge and Fe L-edge of the as-grown crystal in a liquid cell (green), background (Bg, orange), and ex situ manganese ferrite (MFO) synthesized by a thermal-activated method (blue). As shown in Figure 4d, O K-edge (in the region 520–590 eV) and Fe L-edge (in the region 700–740 eV) show distinctive characteristics of iron oxide, while Mn L-edge (in the region 630–655 eV) lacks these clear features. This result supports the EDS results of in situ grown nanocrystals with negligible Mn. The existence of O prepeak around 532 eV for both in situ-grown nanocrystals and ex-situ-synthesized MFO indicates that iron oxide formation instead of iron metal. In addition, the fine structures of Fe L-edge, for both nanocrystal grown in situ and MFO grown by thermal decomposition, exhibit the same characteristics as the standard FeO spectrum. Thus, we have inferred that the as-grown nanocrystal in the Mn(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ precursor system belongs to FeO with a cubic structure. On the basis of these findings, we conclude that Fe(acac)$_3$ decomposes and forms iron oxide nanoparticles with a small amount of Mn, although both Mn(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ are present in the solution.

Out of curiosity, we also investigated other spinel ferrite systems in the liquid cell, including the Co–Fe system [with Co(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ precursors] and the Zn–Fe system [with Zn(acac)$_2$ and Fe(acac)$_3$ precursors]. The results show that cobalt iron oxide nanocrystals (with Co:Fe:O = 1.59:1:3.3) are achieved in the Co–Fe system, while iron oxide nanocrystals without Zn are formed in the Zn–Fe system. Detailed information can be found in Supporting Information (Figure S3).

Table 1 summarizes the important parameters that have been considered in this study and lists major results. To understand why Ni–Fe and Co–Fe systems produce mixed metal oxides whereas Mn–Fe and Zn–Fe systems generate only iron oxide nanoparticles, several factors are discussed for possible precursor decomposition mechanisms. For instance, solvated electrons, local heating from the electron beam, and direct
bond cleavage can be important factors that influence nanocrystal growth. When the solvated electrons are considered, the reduction potential of the precursor ions may play a crucial role in the formation of either metal or metal oxide. As metal ions are reduced, it can be energetically favorable that transition metal nanoparticles would undergo the oxidation process easily. Moreover, in mixed Ni(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 precursor solution, the reduction potentials are similar with $-0.25 \text{ V for } \text{Ni}^{2+} \rightarrow \text{Ni}$ and $-0.04 \text{ V for } \text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Fe}$, while in the mixed Mn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 precursor solution, their reduction potential is very different with $-1.18 \text{ V for } \text{Mn}^{2+} \rightarrow \text{Mn}$. The reduction potential difference ($\Delta E_r$) in these two systems might affect the final product as well. Second, the electron beam can introduce direct bond cleavage and thus decomposition of the precursor. However, it is unclear whether direct bond cleavage plays a dominant role in the nanoparticle formation (see the estimated energy in Table S2). Third, the electron beam-induced heating effect is also an important fact to consider. According to previous reports in solution chemistry, thermal decomposition of metal (acac) in a solution with primary amine could possibly introduce nanoparticle growth. In such oleylamine-assisted decomposition, oleylamine may start a nucleophilic attack on the carboxylic groups of the acetylacetonate ligand upon gaining energy and thus initiate crystal nucleation and growth.13 The calculated temperature rise of the precursor solution under electron beam irradiation can be in a wide range in different scenarios. Although negligible temperature rise in a liquid cell is expected, 23,45 thermal effects might need to be re-evaluated when thermal conductivity of the liquid film is drastically reduced (Supporting Information). Future direct measurement of local temperature rise under the electron beam will be useful. Here, by applying the concept of chemical decomposition induced by heat from ex situ flask synthesis, the precursor decomposition temperatures ($T_d$) for Fe(acac)3 (~180 °C), Ni(acac)2 (~220 °C), and Mn(acac)2 (~250 °C) may be useful indicators to determine the ease of decomposition.

A series of flask-synthesized Ni–Fe and Mn–Fe nanocrystals with different reaction temperatures and growth durations were therefore investigated in terms of morphology, structure, and composition (Figures S4 and S5). First of all, the morphology of nanocrystals grown by the flask method is different from those grown in the liquid cell. It is proposed that, in a TEM liquid cell, the thin cell geometry may confine the local reactions to two-dimensional growth, whereas in flask synthesis, growth can proceed in three dimensions and be relatively close to thermal equilibrium. Second, the reaction time and growth environment (static or vigorous stirring) do not affect the morphology or composition very much, while the reaction temperature appears to dictate chemical composition. Beginning with the Ni–Fe system, when the reaction temperature is as low as 80 °C, rod-shaped nanostructures have been identified as iron (oxyhydr)oxides by EDS and high-resolution TEM (Figure S5a).46 When the reaction temperature reaches 150 °C, single-crystal nickel iron oxide (NFO) with spinel structure has formed (Figure S5b). The stoichiometry of Ni:Fe is close to 1.59:1. As we further increase the reaction temperature to 180 °C, Ni:Fe increases to 0.358:1, showing that chemical composition has strong dependence on reaction temperature. On the contrary, in the growth system with Mn(acac)2 and Fe(acac)3 precursors, the oxide composition shows a scarcity of Mn (Mn:Fe ratio <0.07:1) in this temperature range. These iron-rich oxide nanoparticles show good crystallinity and are identified as FeO structure (Figure S5c). Overall, element incorporation in flask synthesis also encounters difficulties in the Mn–Fe system but not the Ni–Fe system.

### Table 1. Summary of Important Parameters and Major Results in This Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Co-Fe</th>
<th>Ni-Fe</th>
<th>Zn-Fe</th>
<th>Mn-Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precursor</td>
<td>Co(acac)3</td>
<td>Ni(acac)2</td>
<td>Zn(acac)2</td>
<td>Mn(acac)2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_r$ (M$^{(n+1)+} \rightarrow$M) (V)$^a$</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_d$ (°C)$^b$</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta T_d$ (°C)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternary oxide</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M$^+$: Fe ratio</td>
<td>Co: Fe$^+ = 1.59: 1$</td>
<td>Ni: Fe$^+ = 0.57: 1$</td>
<td>Iron oxide</td>
<td>Iron oxide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$aE_r$ standard reduction potential of each metal ion. $^bT_d$ thermal decomposition temperature of precursors. *M = Co, Ni, Mn, or Zn.
system in this temperature range. Similar results for flask synthesis have been demonstrated in other synthesis studies as well.\(^{47-50}\) In conclusion, nanoparticles synthesized under electron beam in a liquid cell highly resemble those from thermal-activated synthesis in a lower temperature range.

**CONCLUSION**

To summarize, we have systematically studied complex oxide growth in a liquid cell under TEM with a highly reductive environment. In the Ni–Fe system, growth of nickel iron oxide nanocrystal is achieved. However, in the Mn–Fe system, iron oxide is obtained while manganese remains in solution. Two possible formation routes are discussed: solvated electron-induced reduction process of transition metal ions and electron beam heating effect. We propose that incorporation of multiple components in the oxide nanostructures correlates with the difference in metal ion reduction potentials (\(\Delta E\)) and thermal decomposition temperature (\(\Delta T_d\)) of the precursors. For two precursors with smaller \(\Delta E\) and smaller \(\Delta T_d\) ternary oxides are formed, whereas for two precursors with larger \(\Delta E\) and \(\Delta T_d\) single metal ion component oxide from the precursor with lower \(T_d\) and stronger \(E\) is formed. This trend applies to other systems, such as Co–Fe and Zn–Fe systems. Further estimation of temperature rise in the liquid cell using simplified model links us to low-temperature flash synthesis. We have discussed the resemblances and discrepancies between nanocrystals grown under the electron beam and those by thermally activated growth. The results may provide guidance for future synthesis of other transition metal oxides by liquid cell TEM. Future study is needed to decouple the effects imposed by the reduction potential and decomposition temperature.
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